
 
 
2019 Master Mind Lunches: CIOs Share What Tools They’re 
Currently Using In Their Organizations  
 
CIO, 4000 Employees, Construction Industry  

Thanks Bill this is an awesome list!! My contributions to the community: 
1. Talend: Drag and drop like ETL tool that can connect to OnPrem or Cloud solutions very similar to Dell Boomi (which 

charges by the connector and data flows) but Talend has a yearly cost of $25k 
2. ThoughtSpot: Self-service Google-like data visualization tool. Our team helps setup a schema, relationships and 

creates a keyword dictionary then trains the business how to user their own data and share their “pin boards” 
3. Glip: This is a social collaboration tool that comes with Ring Central, similar to MS-Teams/Slack/GroupMe/ Chatter 

except it is integrated into the total UC platform, from a Glip Group you can launch an immediate video conference 
with the entire team and they all get a single click “alert” on their iPhone, android, windows PC. Same this with a 
document share you don’t have to bounce out to WebEX and create a meeting. 

 
VP of IT, 300 Employees, Real Estate/Property Management Industry 

Bill – thanks for hosting such a great event and inviting me to join! Apologies for my delayed list! Some of these 
will be repetitive, but I’ll provide our uses and experiences. 
 
1. Microsoft Flow: Easy, intuitive workflow/integration tool included in our Office365 plan. We use it for a variety of 

tasks - simple workflow notifications, approval processes, automating SharePoint file tagging and cataloging, 
streaming real-time data and even some ETL tasks. There are plenty of prebuilt connectors for major SaaS platforms 
and Social Media (SalesForce, JIRA, Service Now, Workday, Twitter, Facebook, DropBox, etc.) and major database 
platforms (SQL Server, Oracle, PostgreSQL etc.). Very easy to configure and use. 

2. Microsoft Power Apps: usually used together with Flow, another intuitive tool from Microsoft that allows my team 
to create simple apps that can interact with our other systems and platforms. Great for creating complex forms, 
managing data/information that doesn’t reside in existing systems, managing metadata and building random 
internal tools. Works great with Microsoft Flow, Power BI, SQL Server and SharePoint. 

3. Skype for Business: Unified communication. We made the switch from an old Mitel PBX system last year and 
couldn’t be happier. We leverage Polycom Trios in our conference rooms and they integrate seamlessly with Skype – 
scheduled meetings appear on the Polycom interface, user clicks on their meeting and voice/video is joined. The 
Skype for Business mobile app is leveraged by our heavy travelers. They have access to the entire company directory 
and can easily call or message anyone, can one-tap into scheduled meetings for voice and video (no more fumbling 
around for conference numbers or IDs). We know that we’ll have to transition to Teams shortly and we’ve started to 
test the project and collaboration side of the platform (minus calling/rooms) which has been very useful so far. 

4. Microsoft SSAS Tabular: We load all our GL and operational data into a single tabular (columnar) database daily. We 
developed business metrics and KPI’s on top of the data and serve it to our users in a couple of different ways – 
Power BI Dashboards, SSRS reports, Excel reports that my team builds and, the most impactful, self-service through 
Excel and Power BI. This gives the company a “one version of the truth” architecture, allows my team to focus more 
on data engineering and less on report writing and empowers our users by taking “data wrangling” tasks off their 
plate allowing them to focus on what the data is telling them and more value-add tasks. The tabular database is 
extremely responsive and scaled very well as our data volumes have increased. We still have other departments to 
roll this out to but have had tremendous successes with our finance and accounting teams. 

 
 

 



 

 

Senior VP|CIO, 215 Employees, Insurance Industry 

Thanks Bill - To add to the list:  
1. Atlassian products (Jira, Confluence): While the main use case for these tool is agile software development, we also 

use them across other teams for task tracking and project management. They are flexible enough to adapt to project 
needs (eg. some projects require fixed increments while others have a list of interdependent task). We’ve used them 
successfully to tackle projects such as phone system migration from analogue to SIP and SQL server migrations. Lots 
of connectors to other systems for easy integration 

2. MS Teams: Using it as a unified communication platform across our teams and offices. Easy to use and included in 
O365. In the process of integrating it with our PBX 

3. Carbon Black: Next generation end-point security solution. Switched to it from Symantec and we are pleased with 
the performance and extra capabilities that it offers.  

 

Director of IT, 170 Employees, Architecture & Engineering Industry 

Thanks Bill! Really enjoyed the lunch and connecting with everyone.  
Here's a few tools I rely on.  
1. PowerBI: I've connected it to the general ledger of our finance system and built dashboards and reports to monitor 

budget to actuals for my IT Budget and working on doing this for our other business unit budgets. The most valuable 
piece of it is the threshold alerts. I set thresholds on each of the accounts (Software, Hardware, Internet, etc.) and 
when a threshold is reached (say 75% of the budgeted amount) I get an email alert. This has come in handy to 
always know where I’m at with my budget and has also been valuable in a couple instances where our accounting 
team coded something unplanned or incorrectly to one of my accounts. 

2. Connectwise Automate (formerly LabTech): This is a remote monitoring and management platform I use for all of 
our laptops and servers for systems automation, patch management and proactive health monitoring. One feature I 
like is we've setup helpdesk alerts if someone’s computer is maxing out RAM or processor and allows us to 
proactively reach out to see if there's an issue. It also alerts to full hard drives and automates a laptop lockdown in 
the event of suspicious activity like file encryption activity.  

3. Microsoft Teams: We have invested in this for the threaded conversations and quick chat to reduce the amount of 
emails we have to manage. We also use this for screen sharing and online meetings, and are testing transitioning 
from the Skype client to Teams for calling (we're on Microsoft's phone system).   

*Lastly, a favorite YouTube channel is CXO Talk. They host a large variety of innovators at the C-level from companies of 
all sizes. Also includes innovators and thought leaders that discuss strategy, communication and marketing.  
 

Senior IT Manager, 150 Employees, Construction Industry  
Bill, 
Thanks again for putting on such a thoughtful event. Just wanted to document what I brought up and what I heard down 
at my end of the table: 
 
1. Microsoft Flow: To put a copy of all my inbound email attachments into my OneDrive for later review (this is not 

only handy because we have a 90 day email retention policy, but also because attachments can come in on emails 
that aren’t necessarily associated with them via the subject line.  While it is rare for me to have fewer than 100 
items in my flow folder, at least I know that if I got an email attachment, it is either in that folder or is filed properly. 

2. Microsoft Teams: For organizing my internal communications and files. 
3. The IT department has been using Microsoft Planner for about 8 months now; it is a lot like Wrike, but not quite like 

a ticket system; it is more for project or program management tasks that don’t necessarily fall anywhere else.  Like a 
to-do list that you can assign AND it will keep your Outlook calendar updated with your tasks. 

4. Ring Central: Being used/considered by a few folks, and comparisons with Skype/Teams calling were brought up. 
 
I also wanted to mention (but didn’t get a chance) that O365 has a great website called secure score that I’ve been using 
for two years now: and I’m still surprised how many people don’t know about it.  While it isn’t setup to evaluate on-
prem systems, it is great at evaluating your risk and suggesting paths to mitigate it for your web-hosted stuff. 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/user/CxOTalk/videos


 

 

 

 

VP of IT, 116 Employees, Hospital & Healthcare Industry  
Bill and fellow CIO’s, 
Greatly enjoyed each and every one of you.  Bill thanks for putting on and getting all of us together.  
At my current job it has been a step back in time but hopefully, in the near future, I’ll be back in the 21st century. 
1. Currently migrating to MS 365 and are heading in the MS Teams direction.  Not so much for phase 1 but in phase 2 is 

taking data from SP2010 (I know old!) and our file shares and creating an SPO experience that will meet our staff’s 
expectations. Phase 1 puts their private work files on OneDrive. 

2. Simultaneously, moving in September and am looking heavily at the MS cloud VOIP solution (our company gets a 
substantial charity discount), with a smattering of RingCentral, Vonage, and others.  Interested in phone endpoint 
solutions from a VoIP phone to a wireless headset to a stipend and use of their mobile device. 

3. For our move, we are also looking at Skype(Team Rooms) for 5 teams rooms and 5 conference rooms.  I’ve seen 
some and the ease of use has been eye-opening.  Looking at Logitech and Polycom solutions at the moment. 

Sorry for all the non-solutions I have listed, but as I said, I’m back in time right now. 
As far as something easy and inexpensive for Project management we have used and deployed to other departments 
the use of Smartsheet. It has been well received and adopted. 

 

 


